
An Algorithm for Computing the Shannon-Capacity ofArbitrary ChannelsJ�urgen KrobUniversity of Kaiserslautern Holger R. SchollUniversity of KaiserslauternOctober 11, 1993AbstractQuestions arising from Statistical Decision Theory, Bayes Methods and other probabilitytheoretic �elds lead to concepts of orthogonality of a family of probability measures. In thispaper we therefore give a sketch of a generalized information theory which is very helpful inconsidering and answering those questions.In this adapted information theory Shannon's classical transition channels modelled by �nitestochastic matrices are replaced by compact families of probability measures that are uniformlyintegrable. These channels are characterized by concepts such as information rate and capacityand by optimal priors and the optimal mixture distribution.For practical studies we introduce an algorithm to calculate the capacity of the whole probabil-ity family which is applicable even for general output space. We then explain how the algorithmworks and compare its numerical costs with those of the classical Arimoto{Blahut{algorithm.Keywords: Families of Probability Measures, Information Theory, Optimal Prior Distribu-tion, Shannon-Capacity, Statistical Experiments, Structure Theory
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1 Introduction1 IntroductionLet E = (X;X ; (P#)#2�) be a dominated statistical experiment. We can identify (P#)#2� withthe set of densities (f#)#2� with respect to the dominating measure � which we can assume to bea probability measure. By considering the question `How informative is a statistical experiment'several concepts have been developed to describe the structure of the family of probability measures(P#)#2�. Most approaches to this problem utilize pairwise comparison of the P#. One importanttool of this class is the Hellinger-metric. Other concepts well known in statistical decision theoryare based on the Kullback-Leibler-distance or the Fisher-information (For details see for instance[11], [12] and many more). But with most of these tools either it is hard to study more than localpairwise e�ects or they depend on the particular parametrization.That is why new ideas have been developed to describe the global structure of (P#)#2� in a waywhich is independent of a particular parametrization. One of these methods is based on the informa-tion theory introduced in 1949 by C.E. Shannon (see [18]). Shannon describes a transition channelin a probabalistic way by specifying two �nite sets I and O together with a stochastic matrix P. I,the input{alphabet, consists of all characters which may be sent, and O, the output{alphabet,includes all characters that can be received on the output side of the channel. The transition{matrix P contains the probabilities with that an output character may be received given the inputletter that is sent.Source - Channel - ReceiverFigure 1: Shannon's transition channel modelIn classical information theory the input and output alphabet are assumed to be �nite. So wehave a �nite transition matrix formed by a �nite family of probability measures. However in thecontext of structure theory of families of measures we do not want to restrict ourselves to �nitefamilies of discrete distributions and so the next section gives a short summary of transferring thetechniques of classical information theory to the general setting in which we want to work. We theninterpret P := (P#)#2� to play the role of the transition matrix P . In this more general situationsending a character means choosing a distinct distribution from the whole family by selecting aprobability measure on P as a source. This source induces a mixture distribution on the set O := Xof observable output `letters'.Thus if we can adapt Shannon's theory to our more general case we will be able to deduce propertiesof the family (P#)#2� by answering classical information theoretic questions like `How large is theamount of uncertainty of the transition process?' or `How to select the input letters in order tomaximize the information rate?'.
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2 The Capacity of Statistical Experiments2 The Capacity of Statistical ExperimentsLet X be an arbitrary set and X a �{�eld over X. We denote the set of probability measuresover X by ProbX . We can make this set into a normed space by using the norm induced bythe metric of total variation. This also provides us with a topology. Given a compact subsetP := (P#)#2� � ProbX we shall call E = (X;X ; (P#)#2�) a compact statistical experiment.If all the P# are absolutely continuous with respect to a measure � 2 ProbX we will study thefamily of densities (f#)#2� instead. Therefore if � 2 ProbP is a source or prior distribution, themixture distribution P� has density f� = RP f#d�. We point out that we always consider the spaceof all sources ProbP with respect to the weak topology.From now on we will assume that the family (f� log f�)�2ProbP is uniformly integrable. This is,for instance, always the case if X is a �nite set.A central idea in information theory is to measure the amount of uncertainty caused by a sourcedistribution � in terms of its entropy:H(�) := � ZX f� log f�d�:The expected entropy induced by the transition kernel P given a source � therefore isIE�(H(P#)) = � ZP � ZX f# logf#d��d�:We can now formulate the basic principle of information theory:The gain of information is proportional to the loss of entropy.Thus we de�neI(E ; �) := H(�) � IE��H(P#)�= � ZX f� logf�d� + ZP ZX f# log f#d�d�to be the expected information gain or the information rate of � where � is the source. Wewant to point out that all the quantities in the preceeding formula are �nite.Proposition 1: If (f� log f�)�2ProbP is uniformly integrable then the information rate I(�) :=I(E ; �) : ProbP ! IR is a well-de�ned continuous function of �.Proof: Both well-de�nedness and continuity are implied by uniformly integrability of the family(f� log f�)�2ProbP . For a detailed proof see [9] Theorem 4.9. Also see lemma 8 in the next section.As P � ProbX is compact this means that ProbP is also compact and so the information ratehas a maximum in ProbP. We de�neC(P) := max�2ProbP I(�)to be the Shannon-capacity of the channel P. Obviously C does not depend on any source dis-tribution and is just a function of the channel P . Those priors � 2 ProbP achieving capacity,3



2 The Capacity of Statistical ExperimentsI(�) = C(P), are called optimal.Proposition 2: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f� log f�)�2ProbP uniformly integrable.1. The set of all optimal priors is a convex subset of ProbP.2. All optimal priors induce the same mixture distribution on X.Proof: Both 1. and 2. hold because the entropy H and hence I is a concave function.We shall also call the induced output distribution optimal. The probability measures P and Qare said to be orthogonal if there are disjoint sets A and B with P (A) = 1 and Q(B) = 1. Forexample measures with disjoint supports are orthogonal in this sense and it is much easier to tellthem apart than measures that are not orthogonal. In this sense C gives an impression of howorthogonal the family P is because a channel with capacity C just behaves like a channel formed by2C orthogonal distributions. Further knowing optimal priors helps in using the given channel verye�ectively. Thus we can characterize P by calculating the Shannon{capacity and stating an optimalprior and output distribution. A detailed treatise of these subjects from the classical viewpoint isgiven in [19]. For the generalized setting see [17] and [9].Interpreting a compact family of probability measures P as a transition channel in the sense ofShannon brings two main advantages in structure theory: The �rst is that the capacity C of thechannel characterizes the orthogonality of the whole family rather than concepts based on pairwisecomparison. But we do not lose the view for the local structure as those e�ects reect in the set ofoptimal priors. For example we can apply the information theory in Bayessian statistics by using theshannon{optimal priors as a kind of non{subjectivistic priors in the given Bayesian problem. Re-markably the known Je�rey's prior which is proportional to pdet I# (I# is the Fisher{information)may be shown to be asymptotically optimal in Shannon's sense (see [6]. This paper gives a goodoverview over information theoretic aspects in Bayesian methods.) The second advantage is that thecapacity is independent of any dimensionality of the involved parameter{, input{ or output{spaces.Thus we may compare experiments of di�erent dimensions in a natural way.Next we let P;Q 2 ProbX with densities f and g in respect with the measure � 2 ProbX . Wede�neK(P;Q) := ZX f(x) log f(x)g(x)�(dx):ThisKullback{Leibler{distance is often referred to as the relative entropy as it measures howdi�erent the involved densities are. We have that 0 � K(P;Q) � 1 and K(P;Q) = 0() P = Q.However K is not a metric since both symmetry and the triangle{inequality fail to hold. Under reg-ularity conditions sometimes K looks locally like the Hellinger{metric. There is a close relationshipbetween the information rate and the Kullback{Leibler{distance which is expressed by the followingproposition. 4



2 The Capacity of Statistical ExperimentsProposition 3: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f� log f�)�2ProbP uniformly integrable. Let K denote the Kullback{Leibler{distance and Sn�1 :=fs 2 IRn : si � 0;Pni=1 si = 1g be the n{dimensional standard{simplex. Then the following holds:1. Let � 2 ProbP be a prior. ThenI(�) = ZP K(P#; P�) d�:2. Let �(1); � � � ; �(N); � 2 ProbP and s = (s1; � � � ; sN ) 2 SN�1 be a probability vector. If�� :=PNi=1 si�(i) thenNXi=1 siI(�(i)) � I(��) = K(P�� ; P�)� NXi=1 siK(P�(i) ; P�)Proof: See Korollar 4.35, Theorem 4.38 of [9] and Satz 3.5 of [17].Our next aim is to compute the capacity and { at least one { optimal prior. The central tool isthe following theorem which is partly by Shannon (1949) and by Eisenberg and Gallager (1962).The original proof is hard to adapt to our case of possibly continuous input{ and output{spaces.However Tops�e gives an intuitive proof (see [19]) which can be transferred to our general case.Theorem 4: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f� log f�)�2ProbP uniformly integrable. Let � 2 ProbP be a prior. K denotes the Kullback{Leibler{distance. Then the following conditions are necessary and su�cent for the optimality of �.There is a constant 0 � C <1 with1. K(P#; P�) � C everywhere,2. K(P#; P�) = C �{almost everywhere.If these conditions hold then C is the channel{capacity: C = C(P).Proof: See Abschnitt 14, Satz 3 of [19], Theorem 3.13 of [17] or Theorem 4.41 of [9].By means of this theorem we can test whether a given source � and the corresponding mixturedistribution P� are optimal. If this is the case then we can obtain the capacity by calculatingthe information rate of �. In addition the theorem also leads to another characterization of thechannel{capacity in terms of the well-known Kullback{Leibler{distance:Corollary 5: Under the assumptions of theorem 4 the following holds:C = min�2ProbP maxP#2P K(P#; P�) 5



2 The Capacity of Statistical ExperimentsThe set of measures with �nite support is a dense subset of ProbP with respect to the weaktopology and this is why we can approximate the channel{capacity by the information rate of suchmeasures. Let �e := f�e 2 ProbP : jsupp �ej <1g be the set of all sources with �nite support.Theorem 6: If E := (X;X ;P) is a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f� log f�)�2ProbP uniformly integrable thenC = sup�e2�e I(�e)Proof: See Theorem 4.11 of [9].Moreover if X is a �nite set then theorem 4 and some theory of convex sets lead to result which isstronger than might be expected. It will make the task of �nding an optimal prior easier in manyimportant cases.Theorem 7: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact statistical experiment over the �nite set X. Thenthere is an optimal prior �� 2 ProbP with �nite support such that�� 2 �e and I(��) = C:Or equivalently:C = max�e2�e I(�e) = I(��)Proof: As X is �nite it follows that (f� log f�)�2ProbP is uniformly integrable and so we can applytheorem 4. For details see Theorem 3.16 of [17] and Theorem 4.33 of[9].The next section will present an algorithm for computing the channel{capacity which is based onthe intuitive proof of theorem 4 given by Tops�e in [19].
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3 Computing the Shannon-Capacity3 Computing the Shannon-CapacityThere are several algorithms to calculate the capacity of �nite discrete channels. It is the algorithmof Arimoto & Blahut which seems to be most frequently used in applications. It was introduced in1972 in [1] and [4]. In its classical form this algorithm is very useful for studying �nite channels on�nite output{sets. In this section we present an algorithm for computing the Shannon{capacity of alarger class of channels. This will clearly help us to characterize families of probability distributions.But of course there are other applications of a generalized information theory where calculating thecapacity and optimal priors is of great interest.The algorithm was developed in 1992 based on the following intuitive idea of Tops�e:If we are given a channel and if we are able to �nd an `input{character' P#max 2 P such that therelative entropy or Kullback{ Leibler{distance K(P#max; P�) is larger than that for all other P# 2 Pthen we will increase the information rate by sending P#max with higher probability. Of course thismeans putting more mass of the source � on P#max than before. We will show that the introducedalgorithm converges to the Shannon{capacity of P under reasonable assumptions which are impliedby the theorems of the last section. These are mainly the integrability conditions which are auto-matically ful�lled for a �nite set X.First we note the followingLemma 8: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment.If (f# log f�)(f#;�)2P�ProbP is uniformly integrable then1. (f� logf�)�2ProbP is uniformly integrable.2. If f#(�) �! f# in L1(�) and �(�) �! � thenK(P#(�) ; P�(�)) �!1�! K(P#; P�):Proof: See lemmata 4.46 and 4.47 in [9].The �rst point of the lemma means that our results thus far are applicable. The second item justmeans that K(�; �) is continuous in the total variation topology.The algorithm follows on the next page.
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3 Computing the Shannon-CapacityAlgorithm 9:Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f# log f�)(f#;�)2P�ProbP uniformly integrable. Let " > 0 and 0 < � < 1. We denote the closedconvex hull of P by hPi:Let � = 0 and �(0) 2 ProbP such that P�(0) 2 hPi. LetC(0)# := K(P#; P�(0) ) for all P# 2 PC(0) := RP C(0)# d�(0) = I(�(0))?Now �nd P#(0)max such that C#(0)max = maxP#2P C(0)# .??Let �#(�)max := �P#(�)max .For � 2 (0; 1) de�ne �(�)� := ��#(�)max + (1� �)�(�).?Compute �� > 0 such that K(P#(�)max ; P�(�)�� ) = (1� �)C(�) + �C#(�)max :?
Now �nd P#(�+1)max such that C#(�+1)max = maxP#2P C(�+1)#Let �(�+1) := �(�)�� . Then P�(�+1) = RP P#d�(�+1).Let C(�+1)# := K(P#; P�(�+1) ) for all P# 2 P.C(�+1) := RP C#(�+1)d�(�+1) = I(�(�+1)).

No� �! � + 1
?

- - EndYesjC(�) � C#(�)max j � " ?
(1)(2)
(3)(4)(5)(6) 8



3 Computing the Shannon-CapacityThe following theorem shows the algorithm to work correctly.Theorem 10: Let E := (X;X ;P) be a compact dominated statistical experiment and(f# log f�)(f#;�)2P�ProbP uniformly integrable. Then the following holds:1. The sequence of information rates computed by algorithm 9 is strictly increasing and convergesto the channel{capacity.2. The algorithm terminates for all " > 0 in a �nite number of steps.Proof: We give a sketch of the proof. A full proof for the case X is �nite is given in [17] (seeAlgorithmus 4.1 and Theorem 4.4). In the cited thesis some of the assumptions are further relaxed.The general case of arbitrary X is treated in [9] (see Algorithmus 4.49 and Theorem 4.50).Intuitively the algorithm does the following: Starting the �th step with �(�) 2 ProbP it looks for aP#(�)max 2 ProbP which has a maximum relative entropy C#(�)max with respect to the mixture distribu-tion P�(�) 2 ProbX. Theorem 4 implies that if the information rate I(�(�)) and C#(�)max are equal then�(�) and P�(�) are Shannon{optimal. If this is not the case we know that I(�(�)) < C(P) < C#(�)maxbut then putting a slightly larger probability on P#(�)max (in steps (3) and (4)) will increase theinformation rate: By Proposition 3 we haveI(�(�)� ) = � I(�#(�)max)| {z }=0 + (1� � )I(�(�)) + �K(P#(�)max; P�(�)� ) + (1� � )K(P�(�) ; P�(�)� )| {z }�0� (1� � )I(�(�)) + �K(P#(�)max; P�(�)� )As our assumptions guarantee that the Kullback{Leibler{distance is continuous we haveK(P#(�)max ; P�(�) ) �!0�! C#(�)max > C(�):But this means that there is a �� > 0 such thatK(P#(�)max ; P (�)�� ) = (1� �)C(�) + �C#(�)max > C(�):And with this �� > 0 we haveI(�(�+1)) = I(�(�)�� ) > (1� ��)C(�) + ��C(�)Prop: 3= I(�(�));which means that algorithm 9 generates an increasing sequence of information rates. This sequenceis bounded by C(P) and therefore it is convergent.Next we have to show that the limit of �I(�(�))��2IN cannot be smaller than the channel capac-ity. This means that it must converge to the capacity of P . By the compactness of P and theBolzano{Weierstra�{theorem we may consider the sequences (�(�)) and (P#(�)max) for � 2 IN insteadof convergent subsequences. Further we let �� and P�� be optimal. By considering the sequencesP#(�)max and P�(�) for � 2 IN it can be shown by means of lemma 8 that the assumptionK := lim�!1I(�(�)) < I(��) = C 9



3 Computing the Shannon-Capacityleads to a contradiction. Those �� computed in step (4) of the algorithm per iteration � forma sequence (� (�))�2IN which can be shown to be convergent. For let � (�) �!1�! �� then by usinganaloguous inequalities as in the �rst part of the proof it follows that I(��� ) is a cluster point ofthe sequence �I(�(�))��2IN with �� > 0. But this is impossible as this is a convergent sequence withthe limit as the sole cluster point.We can relax the setting of this theorem if X is a �nite set. In this case the algorithm creates asequence of mixture distributions in the interior of ProbX = SjXj�1 provided we choose a startingprior �(0) with P�(0) 2 int ProbX . Lemma 8 also holds under the assumption that P\ intProbX 6= ;and so we can prove the correctness of the algorithm even for families P that are not entirely in-cluded in the interior of ProbX .
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